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Pakistan Textile

ILP has announced its 2QFY24 result where the company has posted PAT of 

PKR2.98bn (EPS: PKR2.31) vs. LAT of PKR0.37bn (LPS: PKR0.27) in SPLY. The 

result is below our expectation where the major deviation stems from lower than 

estimated topline and gross margins. 

During 2QFY24, company’s topline has increased by ~57% YoY, mainly due 

to PKR devaluation coupled with volumetric increase, whereas on QoQ basis, 

revenue is down by ~8% mainly attributable to PKR appreciation and muted 

textile exports.

In dollar terms, company’s revenue clocked in at US$131mn in 2QFY24 vs. 

US$125mn in SPLY. On QoQ basis, dollarize revenue decline by 5%. 

Gross margins clocked in at ~28%, up by ~12ppt compared to SPLY. 

However, on QoQ basis, company’s gross margins plunged by ~7ppt, possibly 

due to appreciation of domestic currency and higher energy cost

Finance cost increased by 84%/18% YoY/QoQ, to clock in at PKR2.59bn. 

The increase in finance cost is mainly attributable to higher interest rates 

coupled with increase in debt level.

Effective tax rate clocked in at 15% in 2QFY24 vs. 7% in the preceding 

quarter. 

Along with the result, company has announced an interim cash dividend of 

PKR 2.0/sh.

ILP (PKRmn) 2QFY24 2QFY23 YoY 1QFY24 QoQ 1HFY24 1HFY23 YoY

Net Sales 35,316     22,459     57% 38,500     -8% 73,816     52,922     39%

Cost of Sales 25,578     18,902     35% 25,754     -1% 51,332     39,249     31%

Gross Profit 9,737       3,557       174% 12,746     -24% 22,484     13,673     64%

Gross margins 28% 16% 33% 30% 26%

Admin & Selling Expenses 3,424       2,228       54% 3,392       1% 6,816       4,945       38%

Other Expense 435           1                NM 727           -40% 1,162       900           29%

Other Income 211           39             442% 131           61% 341           61             461%

Operating Profit 6,089       1,366       346% 8,758       -30% 14,848     7,888       88%

Finance costs 2,597       1,414       84% 2,206       18% 4,803       2,631       83%

PBT/LBT 3,492       (48)            NM 6,552       -47% 10,045     5,257       91%

Tax 509           328           55% 484           5% 1,018       671           52%

PAT 2,984       (376)         NM 6,068       -51% 9,026       4,586       97%

EPS 2.13          (0.27)        4.33          6.44          3.27          

Source: Company accounts, Insight Research
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Valuation Methodology: To arrive at our period end target prices, ISL uses different valuation methodologies including
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